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The Love You Save: Improving Energy Efficiency
Here Today, Gone Tomorrow: Nothing Lasts Forever and a Day
As promised in the introduction, this chapter deals with the question of whether
infrastructure improvements will work in existing buildings and equipments. After all it
is one thing to document that we can build radically new types of homes and cars. But,
what about all the homes that already exist? What of the cars people already drive? Are
we going to just throw them away and build new ones? Even if efficiency improvements
were free, that kind of premature depreciation and discarding capital goods would be
expensive indeed. How are we to increase efficiency with this rock solid infrastructure in
place?
Of course, that is a trick question, whose answer is implied by the chapter title. The
infrastructure of modern industrial society is not rock solid at all.
“I’ve been thinking” says a farmer, in conversation with a city bumpkin, looking proudly
at his acres of ripening wheat, “I might put in a new variety next year – one that should
get my yield way up.”
“Hang on” says the city bumpkin. “You already planted your fields. Are you going to
pull them all up, and replant?”
And of course the farmer explains that he does that every year anyway. He is going to
harvest every blade of wheat he planted; planting something new only costs the
differences between varieties.
The same thing is true of almost our entire infrastructure - on a time scale of thirty years
or less.
Let's start with residential buildings – which can easily last over 100 years3. But, look at
major components, not only the whole building, and your home is anything but static.
According to Freddie Mac4 the average life of most types of roof is 12-20 years
depending upon materials. Dishwashers and disposals last 5-12 years, clothes washers,
dryers, water heaters, warm air furnaces, heat pumps, and air conditioner compressors
from 8-12 years, refrigerators and stoves from 15-20 years. Modern residential windows
typically have 25 year life spans5. Wood, vinyl, fiberglass, and most metal siding last
between twenty and thirty years6. As homes age, bits and pieces break down or suffer
damage.
Similarly, most commercial buildings need a major rehab after 25 years7. Individual
components such as roof, exterior, HVAC, and plumbing tend to wear out in thirty years
or less8 .
According to the OECD, Deutsche Bundesbank, and U.S. economists, industrial and
manufacturing equipment wears out within an average of twenty years at most9. This
covers a huge variety of lifespans. The most energy intensive equipment often tends to
last longest and dying industries will sometimes continue to use equipment long after its
normal effective lifespan has passed. For example, PCs, which cost little compared to
most capital equipment, and use very little energy in operations (though they require a lot
to manufacture), have an estimated average lifespan of around two years10. On the other
hand, the effective lifespan of coke ovens (which are very energy intensive pieces of
equipment) is normally taken to be about 25-30 years11.
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There are exceptions of course. Infrastructure such as bridges, dams, sewage plants,
pipelines, and water purification plants tend to last a great deal longer – forty, fifty even
100 years. But maintenance for such infrastructure has been neglected for decades in the
name of “cutting fat”. The American Society of Civil Engineers says America’s
infrastructure is deteriorating rapidly - report card style they give it an average grade of
D+ 12.
Transportation changes ceaselessly too. The single largest component of U.S.
transportation consumption, the automobile, has an average lifespan of about 20 years13 ;
but most are driven very lightly after their first thirteen years of life. Many are used so
lightly as not to constitute a significant emissions source; those which do produce
significant emissions could be bought out cheaply, in programs similar to those used to
retire the worst junk cars in many European nations. Freightliner gives the lifespan of a
bus chassis as about ten years14, though I suspect many bus companies manage to go
longer between major overhauls. Under optimistic assumptions average heavy truck
engines last about 21 years between major overhauls15 . Airplane bodies last fifty
thousand cycles or more (which can translate into fifty+ years); but engines seldom last
more than thirty years16, and usually need major service of some type every ten years or
so17. On average, freight train locomotive engines need overhauls every six years18
during their 40 year lifespan19 . Large scale freight ships (container, bulk cargo, and
tanker ships) need to overhaul their engines every ten years or so20. The upper limit for
the latest generation of ship engines appears to be 25-30 years21 .
So, with minor exceptions, we will replace virtually our entire energy consuming
infrastructure within the next thirty years. The bulk of this book will show that as parts
of our human built world break down, much more efficient replacements will cost around
the same as less efficient ones – making up for the higher prices of renewable sources to
run them. Thus the U.S. can drop net greenhouse gas emissions to zero over thirty years
at essentially no net cost - even without dramatic technical breakthroughs or drastic
lowering of renewable energy costs.
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The 50 year average estimated lifespan for vinyl siding is widely cited. The Housing Economics is not the
sole source of course. The Vinyl Institute promotes this figure as much as possible. But does it make sense
compared to environmental and remodeling sources?
Most vinyl siding offers a 50+ year warranty. That appears devastating until you look at what kind of
warranty is offered. Many of the warranties are prorated. Those that are not usually have a kicker: they are
invalidated or become prorated when the home is sold. Because most people do not stay in the same
house for 25 year, the vast majority of these warranties will expose the seller to no significant liability past
after a couple of decade. (I know there are exceptions. But, looking at it from the point of view of how
much money a warranty will cost the issuer, the exceptions are not significant.
Let’s look at one vinyl siding warranty (http://www.mastic.com/warrantyvs.asp) a warranty for Mastic
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now. That means the manufacturer will have to pay out 20% of siding sales price in 20 years. But having to
pay a dollar twenty years from now does not cost the same as having to pay it now. Using a discount rate of
6.5% that 20% 20 years from now is worth only 3.5% of the current sales dollar. In other words, the
manufacturer (knowing that most homes will be occupied by a second (or third or fourth owner)) needs
only add 3.5% to the selling price to cover the cost of this 50 year warranty. Actually that is overstating; in
practice by the time the home has passed through a number of hands, a lot of people won’t even think of
checking to see whether there is a warranty out on siding 20+ years old. What about siding that goes bad
sooner? Well remember this particular warranty hits that 20% mark after 14 years. Even badly installed and
maintained siding tends to last for 15. But if the siding was improperly installed or poorly maintained that
invalidates the warranty in any case. In other words offering a 50 year warranty under those particular
terms is a worthwhile investment in marketing terms, even if the siding does not in fact last 50 years. So the
existence of such a warranty does not tell you very much.
Also by the time the manufacturers face a significant number of people trying to collect on the warranty,
whoever made the recommendation to offer it will be working for a different company or retired.
Fundamentally vinyl (as it is normally installed) just is not sturdy enough to last more than 30 years in the
conditions house siding normally faces. It becomes brittle with age, and also brittle in extremely cold (and
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case – especially the perfect installation and maintenance.
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